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Effective management of aquatic resources, wild and farmed, has implications for the
livelihoods of dependent communities, food security, and ecosystem health. Good
management requires information on the status of harvested species, yet many gaps
remain in our understanding of these species and systems, in particular the lack of
taxonomic resolution of harvested species. To assess these gaps we compared the
occurrence of landed species (freshwater and marine) from the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) global fisheries production database to those in the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List and the RAM Legacy
Stock Assessment Database, some of the largest and most comprehensive global
datasets of consumed aquatic species. We also quantified the level of resolution and
trends in taxonomic reporting for all landed taxa in the FAO database. Of the 1,695
consumed aquatic species or groups in the FAO database considered in this analysis,
a large portion (35%) are missing from both of the other two global datasets, either
IUCN or RAM, used to monitor, manage, and protect aquatic resources. Only a small
number of all fished taxa reported in FAO data (150 out of 1,695; 9%) have both
a stock assessment in RAM and a conservation assessment in IUCN. Furthermore,
40% of wild caught landings are not reported to the species level, limiting our ability
to effectively account for the environmental impacts of wild harvest. Landings of
invertebrates (44%) and landings in Asia (>75%) accounted for the majority of harvest
without species specific information in 2018. Assessing the overlap of species which are
both farmed and fished to broadly map possible interactions – which can help or hinder
wild populations - we found 296 species, accounting for 12% of total wild landings
globally, and 103 countries and territories that have overlap in the species caught in the
wild and produced through aquaculture. In all, our work highlights that while fisheries
management is improving in many areas there remain key gaps in data resolution that
are critical for fisheries assessments and conservation of aquatic systems into the future.
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INTRODUCTION

Fisheries are critical for livelihoods, nutrition, and food security
worldwide (Hicks et al., 2019). Marine and freshwater capture
fisheries produced ca. 97 million tons (live weight) of fish
and invertebrates for human consumption and indirect uses,
and employed over 40 million people in 2018 (FAO, 2020a).
Yet in many regions, seafood supply from wild sources is
still threatened by mismanagement and overexploitation of
wild populations and ecosystems (Pauly et al., 2005; Maxwell
et al., 2016; Link and Watson, 2019). While the abundance
of many assessed fish stocks has been increasing in the last
decade, largely due to the application of effective management
strategies (Hilborn et al., 2020), over a third remain overfished
(FAO, 2020a). Overfishing not only influences target species but
can have wider implications for ecosystem state and function
through bycatch of other species, habitat destruction, and the
subsequent effects on food web interactions (Davies et al., 2009;
Smith et al., 2011; Mumby et al., 2012; Link and Watson,
2019). Of considerable concern is that the vast majority of
stocks are not formally assessed and data on many stocks are
limited, constraining our understanding of the status of wild
populations harvested for food and the ecosystems that support
them. As human pressures on aquatic ecosystems increase
in response to rising demands for food and other resources
(Halpern et al., 2019), these information gaps pose considerable
blind-spots for meeting sustainability targets around food
security and protecting life below water (United Nations, 2015;
Roberson et al., 2020).

Fish and seafood consumption has increased faster than any
other animal-sourced food over the last 60 years, and global
demand is expected to increase by 18% between 2018 and 2030 as
countries urbanize and consumer affluence grows (FAO, 2020a).
While aquaculture will be key to meeting this demand, unassessed
artisanal fisheries are still the dominant form of fish production
and coastal livelihoods in many regions (e.g., West and East
Africa, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands; FAO, 2020a). Without
careful accounting of the species harvested for food, overcapacity
and mismanagement of aquatic resources could severely threaten
food and nutrition security and exacerbate biodiversity loss in
the areas most fisheries-dependent (Hicks et al., 2019; Link
and Watson, 2019). Moreover, growth in the aquaculture sector
highlights a need for a greater understanding of the status of
wild populations. Poor planning and management practices in
fish farming can lead to negative impacts on fisheries through
deoxygenation, genetic introgression, disease transmission, or
shifts in local food webs (Alleway et al., 2019; Barrett et al.,
2019; Clavelle et al., 2019; Gentry et al., 2019; Theuerkauf et al.,
2019). But aquaculture also has the capacity to augment fisheries
through stock enhancement, restoration of biogenic habitat, and
the replacement of wild capture seafood in some contexts (Asche
et al., 2001; Froehlich et al., 2017; Alleway et al., 2019; Gentry
et al., 2019; Theuerkauf et al., 2019). Understanding the complex
trade-offs among sectors requires greater knowledge of their
overlap and interactions (Barrett et al., 2019); a key step in that
process is careful accounting of which species are both farmed
and fished, and where.

The current data landscape concerning aquatic food species,
their extraction, distribution, and status relies on just a handful
of key datasets, each with their own strengths and limitations.
The United Nations’ Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
compiles the most complete global account of the quantity of
aquatic species harvested for food by synthesizing production
statistics from over 200 countries and territories, and is an
invaluable resource for understanding trends in global fisheries
(Garibaldi, 2012). Others have extended these data to estimate
small-scale or illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing
and have filled gaps in the FAO data where possible (Pauly and
Zeller, 2016; Watson, 2017), however the FAO remains a key
dataset used by a variety of stakeholders and across food sectors
(Ye et al., 2017).

Data on fisheries landings, as with FAO’s data, however,
are a limited proxy for population status due to uncertainty
around discards, non-commercial reporting gaps, changes to
fishing effort, and/or management implementation (Mutsert
et al., 2008; Pauly et al., 2013). Stock assessments go further
in providing biomass estimates and management reference
points for exploited aquatic populations by combining catch
data with indices of stock status including, but not limited to,
independent surveys, fishery-dependent catch per unit effort, and
age structures (Ricard et al., 2012). But such high resolution
data is inherently expensive to acquire and is thus limited to
stocks harvested by industrial or commercial fisheries, such as
those cataloged in the RAM Legacy Stock Assessment database
(Ricard et al., 2012). And while various data-limited approaches
to stock assessment methods have been developed, they tend to
produce imprecise and biased estimates of stock status relative
to data-intensive methods (Free et al., 2020). As a result,
the population status of species targeted purely by artisanal,
recreational, and subsistence fisheries, which represent more
than half of global fishing effort (Rousseau et al., 2019), are not
included in stock assessments. Many of these harvested species
may not individually represent a large portion of global aquatic
food, but prioritizing good management based on fishery yields
overlooks the critical role that other species play in food and
nutrition security (Hicks et al., 2019).

For unassessed aquatic species harvested for food, the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red
List database provides an important resource. The IUCN Red
List does not produce limit reference points for fisheries
like a stock assessment from RAM; instead the IUCN is
primarily concerned with a risk-of-extinction metric deemed the
“conservation status.” Conservation status classification requires
detailed assessments for various threats to each species such
as vulnerabilities to specific fishing gear types, aquaculture
development, and habitat loss along with trends in population
size (Mace et al., 2008). While the IUCN Red List does not
provide an as comprehensive analysis of stock health as a stock
assessment from RAM, this dataset provides an important suite
of information to help guide decisions in the absence of formal
assessments (Gullestad et al., 2017). Moreover, this resource is a
valuable supplement to stock assessments where robust estimates
of population status are restricted to the spatial contexts of an
assessment region. In reality, a species can have a wide geographic
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range, and while populations in a given region may be well
managed, the threat from fisheries exploitation may extend over
large, unassessed areas.

Given the differences in species coverage and conservation
metrics between these datasets, identifying gaps within and
among these data, and across different regions, presents an
important opportunity for prioritizing research and policy aimed
at ensuring sustainable management of aquatic resources into the
future. To identify key gaps in our knowledge and assessment of
aquatic (freshwater, brackish, and marine) species used for food,
we compare available global data for harvested species across the
FAO, RAM, and IUCN Red List databases. While the fact that
many fisheries remain unassessed is well known, we illustrate the
current state and trajectory of the fisheries data landscape, and
define taxonomic and spatial gaps in our knowledge of aquatic
food species. In doing so, we hope to help prioritize future
research efforts that improve our knowledge, and ultimately
support better management of aquatic ecosystems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of Data Types and Target
Species
We aimed to harmonize and broadly characterize the data
landscape of harvested aquatic species using three of the
principle global datasets which use separate criteria important
for conservation and management: production, conservation
status, and scientific stock assessments. We compared species
representation across these datasets to quantify current data gaps,
as well as highlight species and taxa with the most comprehensive
coverage (those represented across the datasets). The FAO global
production database is the backbone from which we define a list
of unique harvested species, hereafter “target species,” which are
those species that have any reporting of wild catch in any year in
the FAO database. We then extracted the available data on these
species from the RAM Legacy Database and the IUCN Red List.
We excluded mammals and reptiles because a majority of those
species are not reported in terms of biomass in the FAO, but
instead as the number of individuals harvested, thus complicating
analysis of their contribution to global production. Additionally,
we are focused on species that contribute to nutrition in this
analysis, so we also exclude species listed as ornamental species
by the FAO, which includes corals, shells of molluscs, cuttle-bone,
and ornamental fish and plants for display purposes.

Our analysis largely focuses on gaps in terms of the number
of harvested species rather than weighting a species by its
contribution to global production because of differences in
the local importance of a given species for ecosystem and
human health (Hicks et al., 2019). Firstly, some fish and
invertebrates represent important keystones in aquatic food
webs that disproportionately influence the integrity of their
surrounding ecosystem and that is not reflected in catch data
Anderson et al., 2011). And second, the global scale of a fishery
does not reflect its nutritional value, for instance, many small-
scale tropical fisheries are richer in essential micronutrients such
as zinc, calcium, and iron than those of a large global production

scale (Hicks et al., 2019). This focus shifts when assessing ‘Not
elsewhere included’ classifications, where we analyze the biomass
of these groupings rather than the number NEI classifications. See
section “Analysis of Not Elsewhere Included Landings.”

Fisheries Production
Fisheries production data were sourced from the FAO global
production database, which contains time series of reported
freshwater and marine fishery landings and aquaculture
production from 247 countries and territories for 2,416 species
or taxonomic groups since 1950 (FAO, 2020b). The FAO
database is heavily cited in the scientific literature and stands as
the principal dataset of global seafood production (Garibaldi,
2012). The data collection relies on voluntary submission from
national correspondents asking for the “best scientific estimate”
of their annual landings. While the FAO has a thorough data
validation process that includes following up with the reporting
correspondents for clarification and rejecting and flagging
questionable estimates, the FAO has always recognized that their
database does not include all fish removals and there are still
uncertainties in the reported numbers (Ye et al., 2017). Not
all landings are reported to the species level and are instead
designated as “Not elsewhere included” (NEI) observations with
various levels of specificity, ranging from order, family, genus,
or mixed species. NEI groups represent landings that are not
taxonomically resolved and they introduce another level of
uncertainty to the data, which we highlight here.

For this analysis, we extracted uniquely reported landed
species or taxonomic groups from the 2,416 listed in the FAO,
aside from those we excluded a priori (mammals, reptiles, and
species harvested for ornamental purposes), to generate the list
of target species (n = 2,077) that we collected conservation status
and stock assessment data on. These target species include NEI
groupings as well as individual species.

In order to approximate the extent to which captured species
overlap with farmed species at a global level, we evaluated the
presence of aquaculture for each target species. Each target
species was classified as being produced by aquaculture or not
by assessing if it had at least 1 year of aquaculture production
recorded in the FAO database, regardless of producing country.
For each country, we identified the number of species with any
amount of both capture and aquaculture production reported in
2018. Additionally, we evaluated the number of countries per year
since 1950 that reported at least one species both produced by
aquaculture and captured in the wild.

Conservation Status
To represent the conservation status of target species, we used
the IUCN Red List (IUCN, 2020). The Red List provides detailed
reports on the conservation status of more than 120,000 species
and assigns a global extinction threat score on a seven-point scale
from “least concern” to “extinct” using a robust and consistent
framework (Mace et al., 2008). The IUCN assesses species against
a set of criteria based on the size and decline rate of the population
and home range in order to determine its conservation status.
Once a species is assessed on a global level, the IUCN then
accepts assessments for subspecies and geographically distinct
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populations, allowing the database to be leveraged for both global
trends and local scale analysis, which in turn can be used to
inform nuanced fisheries management plans (Gullestad et al.,
2017). Although there have been comments on how to improve
the assessment methodology (Hayward et al., 2015), the Red
List remains a powerful tool for reporting trends in biodiversity,
including those that are harvested. For this analysis we extracted
the conservation status for the marine (n = 1,571) and freshwater
(n = 293) species designated as target species from the FAO
landings database.

Stock Assessment
The last dataset we included was the RAM Legacy Stock
Assessment Database, the largest global collection of scientific
stock assessments (Ricard et al., 2012; RAM Legacy Stock
Assessment Database, 2018). These assessments are conducted on
a specific geographic and/or genetically distinct population of a
species designated as (or part of) a “stock.” A stock assessment
is a data intensive method for determining the status of a
fishery or fisheries. At minimum, these assessments require data
describing an index of abundance, such as catch-per-unit-effort
(Hilborn and Ovando, 2014). These outputs allow a comparison
to the current stock size (i.e., biomass) or fishing effort in
relation to various reference points (e.g., maximum sustainable
yield, spawning stock biomass), used for setting management
reference points for fisheries managers to work toward and
ideally sustain.

The RAM database compiles data from stock assessments
of 882 stocks across 360 unique species and has been
widely leveraged to evaluate global fisheries’ status and stock
improvements over time and space (e.g., Worm et al., 2009;
Costello et al., 2012; Hilborn and Ovando, 2014). As noted above,
stock assessments are an important tool in fisheries management
but can be resource intensive, and as such are typically biased
toward high-value, highly landed stocks in developed regions
(Neubauer et al., 2018). Despite these drawbacks, there continue
to be improvements in spatial and species coverage (Hilborn
et al., 2020). For this analysis we considered a species represented
in the RAM database if it was listed in RAM’s metadata
table, regardless of the year of assessment, assessment type, or
number of stocks assessed. We take this conservative approach
in order to highlight species that are fully excluded from
the database. Of note, 14 multispecies stocks did not have
explicit species listed (e.g., Penaeus spp.) and were not included
in this analysis.

Taxonomic Alignment
We joined the databases at the species level in order to quantify
species coverage and relative taxonomic distribution across the
datasets. Discrepancies in the scientific name for a given species
may result from differences in data entry across databases, as well
as revisions to species classifications that emerge as the field of
taxonomy continues to evolve. In order to best match species
names among the datasets FishBase (Froese and Pauly, 2000),
SeaLifeBase (Palomares and Pauly, 2020), and the World Register
of Marine Species (WoRMS Editorial Board, 2020) were used to
update synonyms and deprecated names across the three datasets.

Because the fishery datasets are built for different purposes, they
operate on different spatial resolutions. Landings in the FAO
database are attributed to the country reporting the catch of a
specific species in large marine regions (i.e., FAO regions), while
stock assessments in the RAM database are attributed to area-
specific stocks. Importantly, not all stocks of a given species will
be assessed. However, if at least one stock of a given species has
a stock assessment, we identified the species as represented in
the RAM database. In contrast, the conservation status reports
of species in the IUCN Red List are generated primarily at the
global scale but also less frequently at the population scale. We
used the presence of a global assessment, excluding 151 species
categorized as “data deficient,” as the criterion for considering a
species covered in the IUCN Red List.

Analysis of Database Representation
In order to reconcile these databases in the interest of species
coverage, we did not consider the spatial occurrence of a species
within each dataset but rather relied on the binary evaluation
of presence or absence of any data describing a species in a
dataset. In other words, a species is considered better understood
if any information is available in the datasets, but does not mean
all stocks of that species are accounted for. Therefore, in cases
where only a subset of a species fisheries have been assessed in
RAM we will be overestimating the assessed biomass coverage
of the dataset, this is not so for the IUCN where assessments
used in this analysis are based on the status of the global
population. We applied this conservative approach to coverage
in order to highlight species with zero or incomplete coverage
in the databases.

We compared the number of target species from each
major taxonomic group (pisces, aquatic invertebrates, molluscs,
crustaceans, and aquatic plants) represented by each dataset to
highlight gaps in coverage across taxa. While the target list of
species was the primary baseline for comparisons of species
coverage across databases, we also identified species with stock
assessments in RAM that were not listed as captured species in
the FAO database. These discrepancies, though few, represent
how differences in taxonomic reporting between the databases
can contribute to the data landscape gaps described here. We also
report the subset of target species that are the most represented,
i.e., have both a stock assessment in the RAM database and
an entry in the IUCN Red List. In order to better understand
the role these species play in food systems, we calculated the
proportion of total global landings these species represent. We
took a conservative approach where if a species was classified as
included in a dataset, based on the criteria laid out above, then we
attributed all landed tonnage recorded in 2018, the most recent
year published in the FAO, of that species to the datasets that it
appears in. Finally, we report the number of target species also
produced by aquaculture.

Analysis of Not Elsewhere Included
Landings
In order to determine the taxonomic resolution of each of the
2,077 species codes in the FAO fisheries production database
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considered in this analysis, we first classified each code as
either a species level observation or an NEI. This was done
by testing if the reported scientific name followed classic
binomial nomenclature rules (genus species). Species codes that
only reported a higher level taxonomic group (e.g., family
or class), or a genus followed by “spp.” were classified as
NEI. Additionally, species codes that were composed of more
than one explicit species (e.g., Auxis thazard/Auxis rochei for
the bullet tunas) were designated as “mixed species” NEI.
Next we determined the taxonomic resolution of each NEI
observation. To do this we searched for defined text patterns
in the reported name of each observation in order to classify
the reported name as a genus, family, class, order, or mixed
species, e.g., any name ending in “dae” was classified as a
family, and any name ending with “spp.” was classified as a
genus. The classifications were verified with the Aquatic Sciences
and Fisheries Information System List of Species for Fisheries
Statistics Purposes (FAO, 2020b).

After defining the classifications of NEIs and the respective
taxonomic resolution of those observations, we looked at the
trends over time and space for freshwater and marine systems,
as identified by FAO. In order to determine the trends in
the proportion of total landings categorized as NEI globally
and the median of all countries’ proportions over time, we
fit a linear model (proportion ∼ year) for the proportion of
NEI landings by year. To test if NEIs in one sector were
indicative of the quality of reporting in another, we also
assessed the correlation between freshwater and marine NEIs
and wild capture and aquaculture NEIs per country using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). Finally, we compared the
NEI reporting across taxonomic groups for the total percentage of
reported NEI biomass per major group, as well as the taxonomic
specificity of each of the NEIs.

We assess the biomass represented in NEI classifications
rather than the number of NEI classifications for two reasons.
Firstly, because NEI data are often at very different taxonomic
resolutions (as narrow as mixed species and as broad as
subphlya), each NEI group can hold a very different level
of information on species richness, with highly uncertain
implications for biodiversity or food security. And secondly, the
number of NEI classifications can be misleading when assessed
on temporal scales. For instance, the taxonomic resolution of
nei classifications for any given country could plausibly degrade
from, for example, the genus level with a handful of closely related
species being lumped into one group, to data resolved to order
or subphylum that could contain hundreds more species and
considerably more biomass, while being represented as a single
NEI group. For these reasons we assess the amount of biomass
categorized as NEI then assess the level of taxonomic specificity
of those reports.

For all data synthesis and analysis, we used R version
3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020) with the tidyverse collection
of packages (Wickham et al., 2019). The RAM database
version 4.44 was accessed via the ramlegacy R package (RAM
Legacy Stock Assessment Database, 2018), and the IUCN Red
List version 2020-2 was accessed via the rredlist R package
(Chamberlain, 2020). The taxize and rfishbase R packages

were used for taxonomic validation (Boettiger et al., 2012;
Chamberlain and Szocs, 2013).

RESULTS

Species Representation Across Datasets
The quantity and types of species covered by FAO, RAM, and
IUCN differ substantially (Figure 1). FAO reports 1,695 explicit
species (i.e., non-NEI groupings), which account for 60% of wild
capture landings in 2018 (57 million tonnes). The IUCN Red List
covers 955 of the target species, which account for 40% of 2018
landings (39 million tonnes). The RAM database covers 289 of
the target species considered in this analysis, which account for
42% of 2018 landings (41 million tonnes). However, because 40%
of the tonnage in the FAO database is not resolved to the species
level (Figure 1B), there is uncertainty around what percentage of
landed biomass can truly be attributed to each species. The Red
List covers more fished species in each of the major groups than
RAM does, although some of these are taxonomic groups that are
not covered by RAM in general, such as aquatic plants.

When looking across data sets for highly represented species,
we found 150 target species that have a conservation status record
in the IUCN Red List and at least one stock assessment in the
RAM database (Figure 1C and Supplementary Table 1). These
species only account for 9% of the explicit species in the target
list, yet make up 30% of total capture production in 2018 (29
million tonnes). The majority of these species are finfish (n= 139),
with sharks, rays, and chimeras being the most represented of the
fish group (n = 32). The remaining non-fish species are lobsters
(n = 6) and squids and octopuses (n = 5). All other exploited
species have either only a scientific assessment in RAM (n = 136),
only a conservation status on the IUCN Red List (n = 805), or
neither (n = 601) (Figure 1A). The 601 species that appear neither
in the IUCN Red List nor the RAM Legacy database make up 35%
of unique species harvested from wild systems recorded by the
FAO, and made up 8% of landed tonnage in 2018. However, this
percentage changes considerably when looking within different
taxonomic groups. Most target aquatic plant species (96%) have
no representation in either RAM or IUCN, neither do mollusc
species (76%) or crustacea (67%), while only 26% of fish species
considered in this analysis are unassessed by either database.

Stock assessments are typically conducted on caught species
of high volume or value; however, 49 explicit species with stock
assessments recorded in the RAM database were notably absent
from the list of target species, as well as six species which were
reported in the FAO database as produced by aquaculture only,
despite having stock assessments which by definition categorize
them as caught species (Supplementary Table 2). These species
not having any landings records in the FAO could be for two
reasons; either the species names used by RAM and FAO were
not recognized as valid synonyms of each other in either Fishbase,
Sealifebase, or the World Register of Marine Organisms, or
landings of these species were never recorded to the species level
inside of FAO and instead were lumped into an NEI grouping.

Of the target species, 296 were recorded as produced via
aquaculture at some point over the time series. Capture of these
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Composition of the FAO target species across major taxonomic groups and the presence or absence of those species in the IUCN Red List and
RAM Legacy Stock Assessment databases. (B) Comparison of the landed biomass per major taxonomic group accounted for by the species or groups included in
each database. (C) The number of total species or groups, taxa not elsewhere included (NEI), and fully resolved species in the list of FAO target species per major
group, as well as the number included in the IUCN Red List and RAM databases, and the number produced by aquaculture.

species accounted for 12% (12 million tons) of the total wild
landings in 2018, while that same year farming of these species
accounted for 56% (64 million tons) of the total aquaculture
production. Of the species farmed, 55% (n = 164) have their wild
counterparts represented in the IUCN Red List, most being fish
(n = 150), followed by crustaceans (n = 8). Only 16% (n = 47)
of these species’ wild counterparts are represented in RAM, the
majority being fish (n = 36), followed by molluscs (n = 4). In
order to track possible interactions between wild and farmed
species, we report the number of countries that are fishing and
farming the same species over time. In 1950 only 27 countries
were farming at least one of the species they reported as also
captured in the wild, and by 2018 that number rose to 103
countries (Figure 2A). In 2018, Taiwan reported tonnage for 32
species that were produced both via aquaculture and from wild
capture methods, the most of any other country (Figure 2B).
Other countries or regions with relatively high numbers of both
captured and farmed species include Southeast Asia, Europe,
Russia, and the United States; the majority of countries in Africa
are notable for their lack of any species with both farmed
and caught production. However, because 32% of aquaculture
production was reported as an NEI group in 2018, the true

number of species that are de facto farmed is unknown with the
current level of data resolution recorded in the FAO database.

Not Elsewhere Included
NEI catch accounts for over a third (35%) of the cumulative
fished tonnage (4.8 billion tons) of target species since the
earliest reported year (c. 1950) in the FAO production database,
and has been present to some degree in every year of the
time series. In 2018, 40% of total landed tonnage globally was
categorized as NEI (Figure 3A). There has been an increase of
approximately 10% (SD = 0.04) in the percentage of total annual
landings reported as NEI over the last 70 years [F(1, 67) = 125,
p < 2.2e-16, R2adj = 0.65]. While the percentage of NEI landings
are increasing at a global scale, the median percentage of national
catch classified as NEI for all reporting countries has decreased
by more than half from 93% of annual landings in 1950 to 40% in
2018 at a rate of −0.8% (SD = 17.3) per year [F(1, 67) = 1,342,
p < 2.2e-16, R2adj = 0.95; Figure 3B]. Across the entire time
series, countries in Asia account for more than 50% of all
annual global NEI landings, and upwards of 75% starting in
2000. Countries in Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Oceania
collectively remained below 25% after 2000 (Figure 3C).
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FIGURE 2 | Countries with overlap in aquatic species harvested through wild capture and aquaculture. (A) The number of countries that farm the same species they
are catching in the wild over time. (B) Number of species both farmed and captured in the wild in 2018.

FIGURE 3 | (A) Percentage of global capture landings categorized as not elsewhere included (NEI) from 1950 to 2018; line represents linear regression.
(B) Percentage of NEI landings at the national level for 247 countries and territories from 1950 to 2018. (C) Percentage of global NEI landings contributed by
geographic region; Oceania contributed < 1% of global NEI landings throughout the entire time series.

Countries with high NEI tonnage in one sector (i.e., marine,
freshwater, aquaculture) trend toward reporting higher NEI in
other sectors as well (Figure 4). Countries with high levels of
marine NEI landings in 2018 tend to also have a high level
of freshwater NEI landings (r = 0.70, 95% CI = 0.60–0.78,
p < 2.2e-16). And while globally the percentage of aquaculture
production reported as NEI (35%) is lower than that of capture
landings (40%), countries that have high levels of capture NEI
production in 2018 also have high levels of aquaculture NEI
production (r = 0.88, CI = 0.83–0.91, p < 2.2e-16).

Of all NEI tonnage landed in 2018, 47% was reported at the
major group level, the least taxonomically resolved, while 2% was
reported at the mixed species level, the most resolved (Figure 5).
The majority of the remaining NEI production was reported at
the genus (24%), family (18%), and order (9%) levels. However,
there are differences in the resolution of the reporting between
the major taxonomic groups. Notably, invertebrates (excluding
molluscs and crustaceans) are the group with the largest amount
of reported NEI production, with 88% of landings in 2018 not
reported at the species level. Within the NEI production of each
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FIGURE 4 | Production designated as not elsewhere included (NEI) by country and sector (A) Total national wild capture NEI freshwater production. (B) Total national
wild capture NEI marine production. (C) National freshwater NEI production against marine NEI production. (D) National aquaculture NEI production against wild
capture NEI production. Production in all plots is log10 scaled and represents 2018 values.

major taxonomic group, the resolution of the NEI landings can
differ greatly; the majority of fish NEI landings are resolved to
major group, the least taxonomically resolved level (52%), while
the majority of non-mollusc and non-crustacean invertebrates
(included in the major group of invertebrata aquatica) NEI
landings are resolved to the finer scale genus level (60%).

DISCUSSION

A substantial proportion of aquatic species we harvest for food
worldwide is not evaluated in terms of their conservation status
or through formal stock assessments. Of the 1,695 explicitly
identified species reported to the FAO as wild-caught, 601
(35%) of them are not represented by either RAM or IUCN.
Furthermore, 40% of wild landings reported to the FAO are not
identified to the species level but are aggregated to groups of
various taxonomic resolutions ranging from mixed species up
to categories as broad as “Pisces.” While species absent from
the RAM and IUCN databases comprise a smaller proportion
of reported fisheries tonnage, due to regional differences in
reporting and regulatory practices, discards, and illegal fishing
activity, these figures are unlikely to be representative of the

fishing pressure exerted on associated populations. Moreover,
proportional representation within fisheries production data
does little to fully capture a species’ sensitivity to fishing,
particularly where production is reported in groups that may
conceal important interspecific differences. Without greater
understanding of which species are specifically influenced by
fishing, these gaps in data coverage hinder our understanding of
the broader impacts of aquatic food production.

Coverage differs among taxonomic groups but invertebrates
constitute the largest foundational knowledge gap in fisheries
data. Of the non-fish species, 44% are not identified to the
species level even when landed. Molluscs are particularly poorly
represented; over 40% of global landings are resolved only
to family level or broader, and only 12% of the species
explicitly identified in landings have data assessments in either
RAM and IUCN databases. Given the growing proportion of
global landings invertebrates represent, and their importance for
human livelihoods, and ecosystem function, these are concerning
voids in our knowledge of aquatic foods (Berkes et al., 2006;
Anderson et al., 2011; Eddy et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2017).
Historic overharvesting of oysters in Chesapeake Bay contributed
to increased eutrophication and hypoxia (i.e., low dissolved
oxygen), leading to declines in other local fisheries and wildlife
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FIGURE 5 | Percentage of not elsewhere included (NEI) capture fisheries
landings and the highest level of resolution for the different major groups.
Column 1 shows the percentages of all landings and landings per major group
that are categorized as NEI. Row 1 shows the percentages of all NEI landings
identified to each taxonomic level. The remainder of the boxes show the
percentage of NEI landings of the associated major group that are identified to
each taxonomic level.

(e.g., rays, sharks, river otters) (Jackson, 2001; Randall, 2003),
providing a stark example of how overexploitation of important
invertebrates can influence the wider ecosystem function and
diversity. Looking forward, this knowledge gap is of considerable
concern given the trajectory of increasing invertebrate fisheries
combined with a greater vulnerability of many calcareous species
to ocean acidification occurring under climate change (Marshall
et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2017).

Although commercially exploited finfish species are a more
widely harvested and well-studied group, there also remain
considerable data gaps in our knowledge of these species and
their population status. Three-quarters (74%) of finfish species
reported in landings to the FAO are missing from either the
RAM or IUCN datasets, 26% are missing from both, leaving these
species partially or completely unassessed in two of the principle
datasets used to manage and monitor our aquatic resources.
Notably, one fifth of global finfish landings reported to the
FAO are resolved only to broad groupings (e.g., “marine fishes
nei,” “freshwater fishes nei,” “Pelagic fishes nei”), which makes it
impossible to understand their representation among other data
sets and thus the sustainability of their harvest. Although NEI
classification is a decreasing proportion of domestic landings for
most countries, the global increase in NEI resolved production,
driven by landings in Asia and to a lesser extent Africa, is
somewhat troubling. Diversification of catch into lesser known
species can be an indication of expanding fishing pressure
down, up, or across food webs in response to fully exploited or
even dwindling resources in more traditionally- or economically
preferred stocks (Shen and Heino, 2014; Branch, 2015). With
population and fish-dependency set to grow considerably in
many tropical Asian and African regions (FAO, 2020a), finding

ways to address or account for these resource data gaps is
necessary to better manage and support the associated fisheries
and livelihoods.

Addressing gaps in harvest and conservation-relevant data is
a significant challenge and thus requires a suite of broad and
bold tactics at multiple governance scales. Increased support
for maintaining and building capacity of existing organizations,
such as the FAO, their networks and infrastructure is of critical
importance, yet often overlooked and underfunded (Halpern
et al., 2019). In doing so, greater harmonization across existing
resources becomes of greater possibility. For instance, our
analysis identified 55 species with stock assessments represented
within the RAM database which are absent from FAO landings
(Supplementary Table 2). While these species may potentially
be accounted for in FAO landings classified as NEI or otherwise
not resolved to the species level, such mismatches in taxonomic
resolution challenge the synthesis of these datasets. Further,
addressing the growing proportions of NEI tonnage in key
regions such as Asia, requires greater transparency across
interregional ocean and freshwater commons, and equitable
sharing to transition toward better ecosystem-based management
and protection of aquatic environments (Visbeck, 2018; Rudolph
et al., 2020). For example, with China as a major presence
in the South China Sea and being the largest contributor to
catch globally (Gephart and Pace, 2015; Crona et al., 2020), it
will need to play a pivotal role in the adoption of cooperative
practices in the region. Prioritizing additional conservation-
relevant data collection must also balance trade-offs in social-
ecological impact. Targeting species that comprise a significant
proportion of global or regional landings prioritizes a food
production perspective, but focusing research and data collection
efforts only on groups of species that play the largest roles
in the aquatic food system can undermine the ability for
managers to make comprehensive policy decisions (Halpern
et al., 2019). Ultimately, shifts toward more stable sociopolitical
structures and governance strategies, with science-based policy
decisions are at the heart of addressing these and many other
sustainability targets.

Technological innovation will likely continue to be an
important part to improving confidence in fisheries reporting and
associated data. For instance, video surveillance technologies on
fishing vessels can offer accurate, objective, and cheaper additions
or even alternatives to on-board observers for tracking quota,
species, and size compliance (Ames et al., 2007; Hold et al., 2015).
DNA barcoding is showing promise as a tool that can be used
to increase the taxonomic resolution of landings, enforce catch
restrictions around threatened species, and reduce seafood fraud
in the consumer facing marketplace (Rasmussen and Morrissey,
2008; Ardura et al., 2013). DNA barcoding also can play a
role in deterring IUU fishing by empowering ports and landing
sites with quick testing for illegal catch of protected species
(Ogden, 2008; Ardura et al., 2013). Other efforts to combat IUU
fishing have shown promise, like Global Fishing Watch which
has been employed to identify suspect or illegal activities via
satellite imagery, typically linked to overexploitation, such as
the “dark fishing fleets” (Park et al., 2020). Furthermore, data
technologies such as blockchains can help traceability of a fished
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product along the supply chain, and provide a decentralized
system for logging catch statistics that does not rely on different
national institutions with varying capacity and incentives for
accurate reporting (Probst, 2020). It may also encourage fishers
to more accurately report species caught if quotas can be
traded among vessels and trade information is available from
different ports to determine where the best prices for catch
may be obtained (Branch, 2009; Probst, 2020). It’s important to
highlight that while technological advances such as these have
potential to “nudge” fisheries actors toward greater compliance or
efficiency, they should be viewed as supplements to, rather than
replacements of, robust fisheries management.

Improvements in management and data become increasingly
important under the context of an aquaculture sector that
continues to expand and cohabit aquatic environments that
also produce wild seafood. Better understanding the status of
wild fish and invertebrate populations cannot only minimize
negative interactions among fisheries and aquaculture sectors,
but create opportunities for aquaculture to be used as a tool
in fisheries management (Froehlich et al., 2017). For example,
culture of extractive species (e.g., bivalves, seaweeds, corals)
can provide similar habitat complexity for native species as
the natural benthos, and improve water quality with equivalent
efficacy as established biogenic reefs (Dumbauld et al., 2009;
Humphries et al., 2016), functioning as powerful tools in
degraded or overfished environments. Greater knowledge of
which species are fished, and where, can also inform whether a
farmed equivalent can provide options for stock enhancement
of struggling wild populations or whether risks from genetic
pollution may be too great from candidate aquaculture species
(Froehlich et al., 2017; Clavelle et al., 2019). Nonetheless,
given that countries with poorly resolved fisheries data
typically experience the same issues with aquaculture reporting,
more widespread cooperation and improved coordination
across management and reporting agencies is needed if these
mutualisms are to be realized.

Currently the knowledge needed to prioritize future
conservation and policy interventions is incomplete, with
significant gaps surrounding important exploited taxa. Fisheries
management for a number of major commercial fisheries stocks
and populations has improved through time. However, the lack
of conservation-relevant data surrounding a substantial number
of species, as well as increasing proportions of taxonomically
unresolved landings in some areas, highlights the challenge of
correcting aquatic ecosystem degradation and protecting life
below water as we aim to feed a growing human population.
Our work takes steps toward outlining the scale of the data gaps
among three principal datasets relevant to the conservation and
resource management, which we hope will help target what and
where to focus resources and efforts. And while technology could
help lower costs to track and improve accounting for some wild

harvested species, there is no substitute for good governance
because people are at the heart of better data and management.
Filling these data gaps is a considerable challenge for resource
managers and the scientific community alike, but addressing
these voids in our knowledge is a fundamental aim of the UN
Decade for Ocean Science, and critical for meeting sustainability
targets by 2030.
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